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Salutogenesis and the Prevention of Social Death: Cross-Cultural Lessons from Genocide-Impacted Rwandans and Indigenous Youth in Canada

Jobb D. Arnold
Canadian Mennonite University
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Introduction: Social Death and the Health of Group Life
This paper sets out to explore community-based insights into genocide prevention by comparatively examining strategies for group survival developed in communities of Canadian-Indigenous youth and Rwandan student genocide survivors. Of course there are many profound differences in the circumstances that led to these genocides. The Rwanda genocide of 1994 occurred during a civil war and was ended by an absolute victory won by military forces that went on to form the current government – the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF). The colonial genocide of Indigenous Peoples on the Canadian Prairies unfolded in a different way. This comparative research is focused on psychosocial responses among genocide impacted youth. In particular, I am interested in the preventative capacity of communities to employ emergent and adaptive practices that foster resilience and allow healthy forms of group life to displace the pre-conditions of genocide.

This work engages with philosopher Claudia Card’s conception of social death which initiated what James Snow has described as a “radical shift in conceptualizing genocide” and an important step toward overcoming the “…fissure between the theorizing of genocide and the marginalized voices of witnesses and survivors of genocides.” Card describes social death as the “…utter loss of freedom and control over one’s vital interests [which] can be trans-generational and thus survive one’s death. Before death, genocide victims are ordinarily deprived of control over vital transgenerational interests and more immediate vital interests.” This paper draws on periods of ethnographic research with the Association des Etudiants et Éleves Rescapés Du Genocide (AERG), as well as with a group of community leaders from an Urban Indigenous Village in Winnipeg, Canada. This research highlights the voices of Rwandans and Indigenous Peoples of Canada who have survived genocides and are organizing locally to address and transform the genocidal potentialities of social death they continue to confront on a daily basis.

This paper flips the narrative of genocidal victimization and instead calls attention to insurgent and transitional practices that are generating emotionally charged inter-generational vitality. A key theme explored in the following section is how fighting social death requires promoting the social conditions that give rise to healthy forms of group life. Practices that promote a thriving group life are considered to be salutogenic – a term deriving from a combination of the Latin salus (health) and the Greek genesis (origin). In the latter sections, salutogenic dynamics are identified in the practices of cultural adaptation among young people who have been impacted by genocide in both Rwanda and Canada. This approach to genocide prevention promotes what social death...

1 In the Rwandan case study, names, places, and some information has been changed to protect the anonymity and confidentiality of research participants.
assails: social vitality. For Card, “Social vitality exists through relationships, contemporary and intergenerational, that create an identity that gives meaning to a life.” Social death isn’t as much about killing as it is about the “major loss of social vitality,” that in turn destroys positive identities and can result in “a serious loss of meaning for one’s existence.” Card’s approach to understanding genocide “takes the focus off individual choice, individual goals, individual careers, and body counts, and puts it on relationships that create community and set the context that gives meaning to choices and goals.”

Such careful attention to the multiple-levels of intersecting-processes and perspectives has also been central to the development of colonial genocide scholarship. For instance, as Andrew Woolford observes, it has been “a disservice to force Aboriginal experiences of ecological destruction into a framework that acknowledges only the subsistence value of land to a group,” when what is critically at stake in genocide is also the ontological destruction of the very essence of group life.

Building on these and other micro-level analyses, this paper unpacks the theoretical underpinnings of salutogenic approaches that can be applied to thinking about genocide prevention efforts. These theoretical interventions largely underscore already existing community-based solutions that have demonstrated the capacity to prevent genocide and secure the foundations of group life on their own terms. The Canadian and Rwandan contexts differ tremendously and it is not my intention to compare suffering but rather to call attention to the ways that both communities have found ways to survive on their own term. Not only are these powerful examples of psychosocial resilience, they are strategic approaches to counter-acting social death. As Almedom and colleagues describe,

Psychosocial resilience encompasses a dynamic multidimensional set of personal capabilities as well as social and material assets/resources that individuals, families, and communities mobilize to mentally and emotionally embrace “turbulent” change and transformation while maintaining routine functioning without loss of identity, integrity, or core purpose in life that defines them as who they are individually as well as collectively.

The latter part of this paper incorporates first-hand accounts from Rwandan and Canadian genocide survivors. The struggles described by community members exemplify the ongoing contest between the forces of social death and those of group life. In both the Rwandan and Canadian contexts, social alignments based on mutual aid, chosen kinship, and collective ritual are all important features of genocide prevention. These three powerful community-level genocide prevention strategies mobilize a framework that takes into account key findings from research that has focused on local-level sensibilities of coherence as a basis for resilience.

Stimulating Salutogenic Displacement of Social Death
As a branch of “positive psychology” salutogenesis, like much genocide scholarship, builds on insights from survivors of the Holocaust. Victor Frankl perceived that,

Those who know how close the connection is between the state of mind of a man – his courage and hope, or lack of them – and the state of immunity of his body will understand that the sudden loss of hope and courage can have a deadly effect.”
What Frankl knew from his own experiences he expressed by paraphrasing Nietzsche’s famous aphorism “he who knows the ‘why’ for his existence … will be able to bear almost any ‘how.’” Frankl developed and applied the insights he gained from his experiences in the Nazi concentration camps through his “meaning centered” approach to clinical psychotherapy called “Logotherapy.” Antonovsky, in contrast, pursued a more systematic approach to public health among genocide survivors. Antonovsky grounded these research questions in the day-to-day practices of Jewish Holocaust survivors living in Israel, who had been able to thrive in spite of, and in some cases because of, their experiences. These early studies of human health responses to trauma helped pave the way for what is now a significant body of evidence documenting salutary and transformative experiences among survivors of violence sometimes referred to as “post-traumatic-growth.”

Promoting salutogenesis can be understood as a process of essentially reverse engineering the “utter loss of freedom and control over one’s vital interests” characteristic of social death. Social death takes hold when the conditions needed for healthful group life are undermined by fear, uncertainty and despair. Conversely, for Antonovsky “the origins of health are to be found in a sense of coherence.” An individual’s sense of coherence according to Antonovsky refers to a global orientation that expresses the extent to which one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic feeling of confidence that (1) the stimuli deriving from one’s internal and external environments in the course of living are structured and predictable, and explicable; (2) the resources are available to one to meet the demands posed by these stimuli; and (3) these demands are challenges, worthy of investment and engagement.

This three-part sense of coherence construct has been used as the basis for a quantitative 28-item “sense of coherence scale” as well as a shorter 13-item version. This approach understands human health as a “dynamic-steady state” that exists on a spectrum of ease to dis-ease. There are three sub-components to Antonovsky’s coherence model that reflect key domains associated with salutogenesis: comprehensibility, manageability, and meaningfulness. Cross-cultural findings using sense of coherence measures have been influential in the fields of global health, establishing that these three dimensions of coherence are valid indicators of durable forms as social vitality and long-term resilience.

Recognizing that hope, healing and transformation can and do co-occur on a spectrum that includes despair, violence and uncertainty is itself an important step toward preventing genocide.

Orienting the Micro-Foundations of Genocide Prevention

In the introductory essay to the extensive reader on genocide scholarship Jens Meierhenrich describes the “emphasis on the micro-foundations of genocidal violence” as being of the “utmost importance for second-generation scholars of comparative genocide.” While Meierhenrich’s review does not

---

14 Ibid., 88.
15 Ibid., 108.
18 Antonovsky, *The Salutogenic*.
19 Almedom, et al., *Use of Sense of Coherence (SOC) Scale*.
include examples from the salutogenesis literature, the sense of coherence approach offers insights into the mobilizing orientation behind political violence as well as the psychological capacity to resist and overcome these oppressive and destructive forces.23

Antonovsky’s early work on the origins of health after genocide took place at a historical moment when the intensification of settler colonial processes in Israel were ramping up systemic displacement, exclusion, and violence against Palestinians in the occupied territories.24 For Antonovsky, the health of the Israeli state seems necessarily embodied in the shared coherence of individual Israeli settlers. In the preface to his landmark 1979 study “Health, Stress and Coping,” Antonovsky describes his friend, colleague and Israeli settler, Abraham David Katz, as someone, who “more than anyone I’ve ever known, embodied what I later came to call the sense of coherence. Unhappily,” Antonovsky continues, “David Katz... was killed at the Suez Canal in the Yom Kippur War.”25 Katz demonstrates that someone’s personal coherence does not prevent them from fighting and killing in war, and suggests it likely helped align and cohere groups of Israeli soldiers who understood themselves as fighting to secure the conditions of collective survival for their people. Local-level violence is always mediated by the ways that groups of people comprehend situations, manage collective responses, and make meaning when they feel that their survival is pitted against that of another ethnic, religious, or political group.

The relevance of engaging genocide prevention at the level of community coherence is highlighted in Lee Ann Fujii’s study of the neighborly dynamics of genocide in Rwanda. In order to understand public violence Fujii calls attention to the ways that complex social interactions are mediated by relationships that can either facilitate or prevent instances of direct violence and killing. As Fujii describes it,

Genocide as a process becomes a temporal and spatial unfolding of ambiguous actions, shifting contexts, and actors with multiple contradictory motives ... Viewing actors dynamically allows us to probe a broad range of people’s behaviour during the genocide, with its attendant contradictions, ambiguities, without the need to box actors into the standard categories of ‘victim,’ ‘perpetrator,’ ‘bystander’ or ‘rescuer’.26

Community relationships can create, maintain, or prevent locally relevant “alternative pathways to violence” from forming.27 When seeking to prevent genocide it is important to become sensitive to the ways that meanings shapeshift across local contexts, creating shared understandings and mutually intelligible feelings. In other words, it is essential to account for the fact that in addition to cognitive understanding, meaning is also felt.

In the decades since Antonovsky’s original work, salutogenic research has expanded greatly with increased attention to both the gender and affective dynamics of day-to-day life. Eritrean-born, Oxford-educated biological anthropologist Astier Almedom has contributed immensely to the study of salutogenesis. In particular, Almedom’s work calls much needed attention to the ways that gender and affect are involved at all levels of community crisis response including activities of genocide prevention.28 Almedom’s work extends and deepens Antonovsky’s model by incorporating qualitative analysis including attention to the role of women and emotional labor

25Antonovsky, Health, Stress, and Coping.
27Ibid., 188.
in orienting and sustaining local-level sensibilities of coherence.\footnote{29} Almedom’s work marks a shift to a sensibilities of coherence model that incorporates analyses of the powerful affective energies generated in the face of existential threats.

The importance of feelings is certainly not a new domain of knowledge, as Tanana Athabascan scholar Dian Million points out “academia repetitively produces gatekeepers” that prevent Indigenous women “entry into important social discourses because we feel our histories as well as think them.”\footnote{30} For Million “A felt analysis is one that creates a context for a more complex telling.”\footnote{31} In recent instances of colonial genocide against Indigenous Peoples, Million notes that it wasn’t until First Nation’s men and women shared their personal testimony of sexual and other forms of abuse that Canada was put under “an international spotlight for genocidal child abuse spanning a century.”\footnote{32} New sensibilities of coherence emerged thanks to “Native women’s personal narratives [that] explored the racialized, gendered, and sexual nature of their colonization.”\footnote{33} As these narratives circulated throughout Canada they brought untold histories and unheard voices to the surface in ways that “transformed the debilitating force of an old social control, shame, into a social change agent in their generation.”\footnote{34}

Similarly, complex types of mobilized affective dynamics have been part of reorienting the social emotional dynamics connected to the Rwandan genocide. For many Rwandans, local sensibilities of coherence are encoded in parables and allegory. As Rwandan-Canadian Psychiatrist Deogratias Bagalyshia describes,

> Rwandan tradition provides a set of popular beliefs and practices to which the people of Rwanda often turn in difficult situations and times of great distress... The proverb creates a bridge between emotions, feelings or states of mind suffered at difficult moments, and the appropriate attitude prescribed by Rwandan tradition, to surmount the difficulties caused by this trying situation.\footnote{35}

These culturally embedded expressions are part of the community-level sensibilities of coherence in both Canada and Rwanda. These ways-of-knowing the world also inform the relationships that give form to the affinities and aversions that exist in regional networks. Preventing genocide requires incorporating emotionally and culturally coherent analyses that attend to the ways that perceived threats are likely to evolve during periods of social uncertainty. Turning to the field of Cultural Studies provides some useful ways of conceptualizing and exploring how how analyzing affective dynamics of these local conditions can inform critical genocide prevention.

**Emergent Prevention and the Structure of Feeling**

The work of cultural theorist Raymond Williams is helpful in seeing how feelings are involved in constituting the foundations of group-life. Feelings give shape to latent patterns of social behavior before they are fully manifest. These preconditions exist as emergent culture. For Williams, “What matters finally in understanding emergent culture … is that it is never only a matter of immediate practice. Indeed, it depends crucially on finding new forms of adaptation of form.”\footnote{36}

This is a critical insight for genocide prevention. The preconditions of overlap with the preconditions for its prevention; both involve profound “adaptations of form” which give rise to shared identities and challenge relations of power. Embedded local actors are sensitive to these conditions of “pre-emergence” in ways that enable them to respond to subtle contingencies

\footnote{29}John Parker, et al., *Hope Is the Engine of Life.*
\footnote{31}Ibid., 54.
\footnote{32}Ibid.
\footnote{33}Ibid.
\footnote{34}Ibid.
\footnote{35}Deogratias Bagalyshia, “Mourning and Recovery from Trauma: In Rwanda, Tears Flow Within,” *Transcultural Psychiatry,* 37, no. 3 (2000), 337-353.
that would be missed by outsiders. Such sensitivity is a necessary part of both identifying and working toward displacing the immediate conditions of social-death. When the preconditions for salutogenesis are undermined this creates the conditions for uncertainty that can create regional power vacuums and lead to for escalatory spirals of conflict. Power vacuums also undermine the spirit of local resistance, making it more possible for genocidal-orders to emerge and allowing the conditions of social death to spread unabated. Accounting for these qualitative tipping-points requires sensitivity to the relative stability and affective intensity of constantly evolving life-and-death scenarios.

The potentialities of day-to-day life change with the rising and falling of affect. Affect refers to life’s emotional energies set in motion publicly and in ways that either increase or decrease individual and collective capacities for action.37 Williams’ critical insight for genocide prevention is that “what we have to observe is in effect a pre-emergence, active and pressing but not yet fully articulated, rather than the evident emergence;” we must, says Williams “explore the concept of structures of feeling.”38

When ontological destruction is occurring, political issues are immediately seen for what they are: matters of life and death. As AIDS activist and social movement scholar Deborah Gould writes, “emotion incites, shapes, and is generated by practices of meaning-making.”39 Gould describes the shared identities that are forged amidst such existential struggle as “affective ontologies” given shape by the mobile affective energies that infuse and inform daily ways-of-being-in-the-world.40 Naming and responding to things that can kill can be a powerful way to clarify and amplify local sensibilities of coherence. Putting emotionally charged discourses into local circulation can influence collective behavior by creating social alignments in response to collective threats. As emotionally “sticky” tropes circulate through conflicted spaces they stick to people who relate to the manner of expression given to shared feelings often presented as politicized tropes, giving them greater currency, and more exclusionary weight, among identity-based communities. These affective economies are important to mobilizing exclusionary practices, polarizing groups, and intensifying local-level antagonisms.41

These dynamics are significantly amplified through social media channels.42 As defense analyst John Arquilla notes, there has been a paradigmatic shift in the relative power of networks and nations across the globe – a shift that has important implications for genocide prevention.43 The power of networks creates new potential for approaches to genocide prevention that engage the dynamics of transformational mass participation.44 Enabled and amplified through digital communications technologies, networked social alignments can create new pathways to action. Affective coherence is critical to both orienting and activating small groups either on to, or off of pathways that lead to genocidal violence. This requires understanding the emotional attachments that align individuals with a perceived collective.

Sara Ahmed writes that,

Rather than seeing emotions as psychological dispositions, we need to consider how they work, in concrete and particular ways, to mediate the relationship between the psychic and the social, and between the individual and the collective ... emotions work by sticking figures together (adherence), a sticking that creates the very effect of a collective (coherence).45


38 Ibid., 127.

39 Ibid., 13.


45 Ahmed, Affective Economies, 119.
Approaching genocide prevention through a sensibilities of coherence lens can help identify local thresholds of violence that exist along un-fixed affective edges in ways that can inform how more spatially fixed local boundaries are understood. Such increased nuance helps to account for the ambiguity and ambivalence that can characterize conflicts where ethno-religious political divisions alternate back and forth between being more-or-less fluid or frozen identity groupings. Finding points of shared understanding and felt solidarity can create a basis for shifting the affective valence in an entire community. Strategies of prevention based on affective alignment may also enhance survival opportunities for community members when navigating complex and shifting local conflict conditions including the threat-multiplying effects of climate change.

The Rwandan and Indigenous-Canadian communities case studies examined in the following sections demonstrate cross-cultural practices that illustrate elements of both emergent culture and affective mobilization. First hand descriptions from genocide survivors provide an indication of how these community groups have oriented their own local organizing toward both preventing and surviving genocidal conditions. Finding ways of leveraging the affective force needed to displace the dynamics of social death represents an ongoing challenge and opportunity for genocide prevention studies.

Family, Villages, and the Salutogenic Quality of Kinship

Few levels of analysis more directly indicate the health or illness of regional group life than the day-to-day conditions of life for children. The extensive intergenerational trauma and broken social bonds related to genocide have destroyed many biological families in both Rwanda and among Indigenous communities in Canada. The deadly long-term consequence of colonial policy starkly illustrates Card’s insight, already cited, that “genocide victims are ordinarily deprived of control over vital trans-generational interests and more immediate vital interests.”

The central place of children in-group life is clearly indicated in Article 2 of the Genocide Convention outlining the different ways that group life is targeted through acts aimed at children. In both Rwanda and Canada attacks on children and culturally important kinship networks were foundational to the character of the genocidal assaults on group life. Indigenous youth in Canada became dislocated from their land-based ways of life, kinship relations and cultural teachings as a result of settler colonialism. The Indian Residential School system and subsequent versions of Canadian child welfare policy epitomize the colonial focus on assimilating or eradicating Indigenous group life generationally. In Rwanda, webs of community and familial relations that were once a source of help became a deadly hindrance when the intensity of full-blown genocidal killing took hold of the hills.

The research literature on the psychosocial impacts of war and genocide on children has understandably been focused on the pathogenic outcomes that these horrific processes have on children’s lives and the long-term impacts on their future chances in life. However, in her 2005 review of the resilience literature Almedom notes that “anthropological insight into children’s

49 United Nations, General Assembly Resolution 260, Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, December 9, 1948 (UN Doc. A/RES/260(III)), article 2. This article explains as follows:

   Article 2:
   (a) Killing members of the group;
   (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
   (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
   (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
   (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
experiences cautions against the (pathogenic) ‘universalist’ and ‘apocalypse’ models, respectively, of childhood and war.\textsuperscript{50} As an alternative, Almedom advocates for greater inclusion of “combined models of risk and resilience involving narrative approaches” which contribute to “building children’s sense of coherence, self-efficacy, and resilience.”\textsuperscript{51} Such community practices have the capacity to displace social death and cultural destruction with Indigenous-led ways of being-in-the-world that promote what Cindy Blackstock describes as “cultural perpetuity.”\textsuperscript{52}

Community-Led Organizing in Winnipeg’s Urban Indigenous Village

The prairie city of Winnipeg, Canada has a population of 800,000 people including a large Indigenous community. Indeed, Winnipeg has the largest urban Indigenous population of any city in Canada, with over 90,000 Peoples from Cree, Ojibwe, Oji-Cree, Dakota, Dené, Inuit, and Red River Métis backgrounds. For many Indigenous youth living in Winnipeg their conditions of day-to-day survival are deeply entangled in systems connected to the ongoing traumas of colonization and in particular, the Indian Residential Schools (IRS) system.

Policies of territorial dispossession, apprehension, and transfer of Indigenous children, and the criminalization of traditional land-based spirituality were all efforts intended to inflict “conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part.”\textsuperscript{53} These genocidal realities remain embedded in neo-colonial government institutions that McCallum and Perry describe as “structures of indifference.”\textsuperscript{54} Indeed, trans-generational transmission of trauma associated with dispossession from traditional territories, destruction of language and culture, and child apprehensions all continue to contribute to poor Indigenous health.\textsuperscript{55} Canada’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission has called “upon the federal, provincial, territorial, and Aboriginal governments to acknowledge that the current state of Aboriginal health in Canada is a direct result of previous Canadian government policies.”\textsuperscript{56} Indeed, the presence of negative “social determinants of health” including high levels of incarceration, rampant suicide, and exposure to disproportionate levels of violence all converge to support the thesis that social death continues to be a genocidal threat to Indigenous peoples.\textsuperscript{57}

The bleak fact is that twenty-years after the last IRS closed the Canadian child welfare system had more Indigenous youth in care than at the height of IRS operations.\textsuperscript{58} Indigenous youth make up nearly 90 percent of youth in state foster care. This translates into more than ten thousand Indigenous young people who have been removed from their homes and separated from their families. These youth “in care” are case-managed as wards of the Canadian state, living in arrangements that vary widely, although some of the broadest pathways available lead directly to

\textsuperscript{50} Almedom, \textit{All paths}, 259.
\textsuperscript{51} Ibid., 260.
\textsuperscript{54} McCallum and Perry, \textit{Structures of Indifference}
adverse social determinants of health.59 These overlapping and interlocking cycles coupled with intensive surveillance and interference by government agents in community-level responses has deprived many Indigenous Peoples of the capacity to care for their own children.

This situation regarding Indigenous youth in care has become recognized by all parties involved as untenable. While governments continue to flounder, community-leaders are advocating responses that can be understood as re-establishing local sensibilities of coherence. In Winnipeg, “The Village” has become a common referent, which encompasses a variety of local solutions to a plethora of community-specific problems. The Village does the work of creating salutogenic conditions for the youth, and in so doing, directs vital energy away from the domains of social death, and toward the aims of life

It’s the Village’s role to take care of the children … If we want to change what’s happening with children that’s going to have to come from us. So that means we have to help our neighbors. That means we have to help our relatives. That means we get to work on being good parents, good uncles, good aunties. But not just for our family but also for the people who live beside us, and for our whole community.60

Michael Redhead Champagne is an Indigenous organizer and advocate who started an anti-violence initiative Meet Me at the Bell Tower in 2011. Having grown up in Winnipeg, Champagne is acutely aware of day-to-day experiences of street violence, racialized policing, child apprehensions, sexual exploitation, suicide, and addictions that exist within his community.61 Champagne is an advocate of Winnipeg’s urban Indigenous-led, “Village.” “The Village,” as it is referred to locally, is a network of urban Indigenous people and their allies living in and around Winnipeg. The concept builds on existing Indigenous culture and includes strengthening local knowledge through the revival of kinship networks, clan systems, and Indigenous languages.62 Taken together, these local practices create capacity for community healing, and cultural perpetuity. The aims of the Village can be understood as preventing social death by fostering salutogenic relationships held together by locally relevant sensibilities of coherence.

Working with other groups within The Village has enabled networked responses through which communities can influence the conditions that impact on their own well being. These networks amplify community capacities; when people come together for events like Meet Me at the Bell Tower, they become part of

creating safe spaces for people to share their opinions and their perspectives and their lessons. It’s an opportunity for citizens to see their power. And because it’s not often attended to – and it’s never operated on by elected officials – the community gets to see what we as citizens can do when we organize ourselves ... It enriches our community.63

Youth raised in the child welfare system in Manitoba are more likely to experience gang related violence and to become ensnared in the sex trafficking industry.64 These factors have also been identified as contributing to the genocidal phenomena of Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls. The Canadian national commission that was struck to investigate the circumstances surrounding these disappearances and deaths found that these outcomes were part of the ongoing

60 Champagne, discussion, December 12, 2015.
63 Champagne, discussion, December 12, 2015.
genocide against Indigenous Peoples. Genocide prevention in such contexts requires direct forms of community-led intervention.

Champagne grew up in the child welfare system and has become a leading voice calling for community-led responses to the government’s child welfare policy by mobilizing his community to become the village that children need.

The Village has to engage with every single level of government. The Village is critical in building up people’s institutional knowledge to know and understand which jurisdiction, which level of government is required to implement which solution… So what that does is it forces the grassroots community to examine: what is the role [of] these different jurisdictional bodies, or these governments in the solutions that we are beginning to implement right now because we’re not waiting. I don’t have faith in the government-led process. I don’t really have faith in the government, period. We’ve got to save ourselves.

Winnipeg’s “Village” exercises forms of digital sovereignty through its extensive communications network, a strong social media presence, and the use of internet memes in re-articulating dimensions of culture and identity. This enables information sharing, maintaining connections, live streaming difficult encounters, coordinating resources, and mobilizing collective actions. As Champagne puts it, “The advantage of the Village is its fluidity.”

Village sensibilities of coherence help to cohere relationships that exist both online and offline. This has generated a network of “topological relations,” a development also noted in the anthropological observation that villages have moved past being “bounded units” and are now seen as topological “places enmeshed within amorphous realities significantly characterized by the circulation of people, goods, images, and ideas not moored to any single place.” In Winnipeg social media channels have created many opportunities for urban Indigenous youth to reconnect with local land-based ceremonies and cultural teachings. These topological connections have been significant in the rise of Winnipeg’s Village and have created what Shields and colleagues describe as new ecologies of affect. These changing relational dynamics are transforming the preconditions of genocide and salutogenic growth.

New Families: Chosen Kinship and Mutual Aid Among Rwandan Student Genocide Survivors

Ten years after the 1994 genocide approximately 17 percent of Rwandan youth under the age 18 were orphans. The reasons for the children becoming orphaned include “the 1994 genocide, later massacres, imprisonment of adults accused of genocide and HIV/AIDS.” In total, it is estimated that there are between 65,000 and 227,500 Youth-Headed Households (YHH) in Rwanda. Research into the day-to-day conditions of over 690 Rwandan orphans indicated that 52 percent felt their relatives took advantage of them. Even more indicated they did not trust their relatives to look out

---


66 Champagne, discussion, December 12, 2015.


68 The issue of surveillance and the role of the internet in contemporary genocide is an important and related issue that goes beyond the scope of this paper. For a relevant discussion of some of the implications of “total information awareness” see, Bernard E Harcourt, The Counterrevolution: How Our Government Went to War against Its Own Citizens (New York: Basic Books, 2018).

69 Champagne, discussion, December 12, 2015.


73 Ibid., 220.

74 Ibid., 221.
for their best interests and 57 percent believed that the community would rather hurt them than help them.  

Based on these and other findings from youth-headed households in Rwanda, Thurman and colleagues suggest that community supports outside of biological family are central to recovery after genocide. “Taken together, these data suggest that family-centered interventions may not be ideal in this setting, thus interventions targeting villages are recommended.” While the authors of this study are referring to more traditional Rwandan villages, the foregoing discussion of emergent, topological Indigenous Villages in Canada indicates that there are emergent potentials to be explored further in Rwanda.

In Rwanda, like everywhere else in the world, “children and youth need a sense of belonging to their communities – to neighbors, family and friends who comprise the network of care, protection and identity in their lives. Social connection and emotional support are critical for survival.” Some similar manifestations of the inter-generational trauma that has plagued Indigenous communities in Canada can also be seen among Rwandan youth. Many young people witnessed and experienced violence, were displaced from their homes and lost multiple family and friends. Additional complexities exist in family relationships since it is estimated that over twenty thousand children were born of rapes inflicted upon women during the 1994 genocide.

The Association des Étudiants et Éleves Rescapés du Genocide (AERG) is a community of genocide survivors organized based on a “New Family” kinship model which provides a powerfully unifying sensibility of coherence. AERG functions as an emergent organization that is understood by New Family members to be an important way for survivors to ensure their survival and shape their futures – as well as the future of Rwanda – in positive ways. This orientation is particularly significant when considering the self-reported size of AERG’s national network. As described on the AERG official Rwandan website, “AERG is represented nationally at 41 Universities and institutes of higher learning and 484 secondary schools in Rwanda, with a total country-wide membership of 43,398.”

AERG’s New Families operate semi-autonomously in their day-to-day affairs while remaining connected through an overarching national body and numerous levels of state-involved bureaucracy. At the local level New Families are comprised of small groups of between ten to fifteen male and female student survivors. Each New Family appoints a “mother” and “father” figure from their peer group with the rest of the group maintaining sibling-like relations. New Family parents help to mediate internal disputes and take care of the administrative work needed to facilitate the practical interface between family groups at the regional and national-level organizations.

Each AERG family is made up of three types of members: 1). An effective member who is a survivor 2). An adhérent member who is a student but not a survivor, one who is sympathetic and wants to support AERG, 3). A member of honor, such as a university professor, a business person, or someone who is influential in the society. Someone to whom the organization can turn to for advice and moral support. “Outside these three categories, we have a sage, someone well-respected, members of the family can seek advice from for a member’s better future. The person is called parrain [godfather] or marrainne [godmother].”

---

75 Ibid., 226.
76 Ibid., 227.
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79 Arnold, A Psychological Investigation.
81 Because of issues concerning anonymity I have changed the names of the Rwandan included in this paper.
82 Evidently, the new family structure replicates heteronormative versions in its structure. The importance such heteronormative arrangement for state-management is discussed in Mark Rifkin, When Did Indians Become Straight?: Kinship, the History of Sexuality, and Native Sovereignty (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011).
In addition to having survived the 1994 genocide many AERG members also grew-up in youth-headed households. As students, AERG members represent a relatively elite group of young people. They have faced difficult life circumstances, but in AERG they have found new sensibilities of coherence which provide the salutogenic supports needed to pursue their education. Many Rwandan youth do not have these opportunities, and in many communities of marginalized youth, the conditions of social death associated with trauma, addictions, stigma, and loneliness are pervasive.84 Youth trying to manage parent-less households are put under enormous pressure to fill in the gaps left by biological families and traditional community-cultural connections. AERG emphasizes the importance of individuals fulfilling their responsibilities to their chosen families, communities, and country. In turn, the collective helps create safe spaces where individual AERG members can process their trauma.

New Families perpetuate salutogenic conditions insofar as they understand individual healing to be part of broader socially transformative processes that will eventually enhance the wellbeing of their entire group. In their organizational structure, AERG shares certain features with other community organizations formed by genocide survivors. In particular, among communities of Holocaust survivors in 1970s Israel, “Individual sense of coherence mattered less in the communal context” where shared supports that “protected the collective” were present.85 Among the day-to-day activities that typify New Family relations are acts of material mutual aid – such as sharing school supplies, or pooling funds – paired with ongoing emotional support. As one interviewee indicated, “If we see someone is worried because he doesn’t have something, we tell him he doesn’t have to feel bad for missing something, you can approach another member of the family and they help you.”86

The sensibilities of coherence that are anchored to these chosen kinship networks also provide a grounded basis for outreach work. AERG members work with local elementary schools mentoring younger children and encouraging youth to work toward preventing genocide and building a collective future. In this sense, AERG mobilizes the affect connected to their genocidal experiences in ways that contribute to creating the conditions of pre-emergence for future generations following them. In ways that echo the work of Indigenous women described by Million, AERG surfaces their private feelings publicly to transform what could be a “debilitating force” of shame and social death “into a social change agent in their generation.”87 New Families help youth to feel a sense of belonging based on trusting friendships and reliable networks that promote life and defend against social death. As one AERG interviewee put it,

We created the families so we can know each other well, and if one of us has problems, we can see how we can help them. There are some who live alone. When that person joins the family, he feels that he’s not alone, he has someone else, another family.

In these families we have a father and a mother – the way it was before. We try to create these families so that we can feel we have parents, even though they are the same age, they are the big person, they take care of us. Some of us have parents who are widowers, they are left with nothing, they can’t help their children – so these families try to do what they would be doing for their children.88

Chosen family structures in Rwanda have created spaces connected by relational webs based on individual experiences of trauma and oriented toward promoting peace and health among communities. After leaving the New Family formation at the end of their university studies, AERG
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members are able to re-integrate into communities and in so doing help disseminate elements of these salutogenic sensibilities of coherence. As a result, networks of interconnected New Families have contributed to the local conditions needed for healthy cultural adaptations to occur. These chosen families are altering the pre-emergent cultural conditions in Rwanda by generating significant networked-capacity for decentralized genocide prevention. AERG’s New Family model is well suited to both combating forms of social death among its members, and also assembling webs of security that are adapted to survival in the volatile Great Lakes region where state-level relations and the alignment of regional military factions can change rapidly.89

Ritualizing Emergent Community
Of the three dimensions that characterize local sensibilities of coherence (comprehensibility, meaningfulness, and manageability) the struggle to re-establish deeply embedded cultural meaning is perhaps the most profound undertaking within these community groups. AERG members invest significant emotional energy into supporting other members of their New Families to pursue personal and public healing. These practices help to repair the ontological ruptures that the genocide has caused at all levels of society. The role of New Families is powerfully performed during ritualized mourning and burials for loved ones. Locating and burying the remains of loved ones killed in the genocide is a major issue in Rwanda where the connection to ancestor spirits is of great personal and cultural importance.90 An AERG member described a burial ritual for a member of a New Family who had lost biological family in the genocide whose remains had never been recovered.

Recently a family member wanted his family buried officially, so we had to go there and help him with everything. Which means we helped in everything – at work, at home and with things that required money, and so the burial took place. So we sat with him after the burial, lit some fire, and even the neighbors could see that he had a family and they could join, and everything was cool. He lost a lot of his family members, but we don’t know where they were buried, so we were there to bury people but they were not there. So we all sat together and talked about a lot of things, and all the neighbors joined in and we talked until the morning – and everyone could see that he had a family with him.91

Such publicly visible rituals are extremely important in rebuilding the bonds of community that genocides always target. Additionally, these public performances signal to others that these individuals are not marginal, or easily victimized, because their new families have their backs. The place-based and embodied nature of these practices highlight the profoundly emotional experience of mourning, as well as the affective power of mourning performed publicly.92

Traditional ceremonies and other rituals are also central to Winnipeg’s urban Indigenous Village.93 Ritual gatherings integrate traditional Indigenous teachings and medicines such as sage and sweet grass in public spaces where communities are struggling with direct violence and social death. These ritualized spaces have become safe and accessible points of connection for people trying learn about their Indigenous culture and the legacies of colonialism. Local rituals help develop salutogenic sensibilities of coherence. Creating shared understandings, building relationships, connecting Indigenous youth to cultural teachings, and language skills are all important pre-requisites for community emergence. Champagne describes with detail his attention

to the affective preconditions that enable people to connect with The Villages shared orientation and begin to feel part of a collective sensibility of coherence. The emotional intelligence of leaders like Champagne has been a key factor in the success of one of Winnipeg’s longest running, independent, Indigenous-led community gatherings Meet Me at the Bell Tower.

Our style, our flavoring, our strategy, and our culture at Meet Me at the Bell Tower... has always been to create an environment before you deliver information. We have to create an environment where people are smiling, people are laughing, people feel good. Medicines are important for that. The children are important for that. They always set the tone right. Like having the smudge, having the drums, having the kids at the front end of everything we do at the Bell Tower.

These ritualized community gatherings mobilize affective energies and transmit intergenerational knowledge needed for deeper and more sustainable forms social organization. Breaking colonial cycles and helping to re-align communities along clan-based teachings has become a transformative strategy. Winnipeg’s Indigenous Village Model demonstrates how emergent organizing can help create pathways with alternative outcomes to the colonial present haunted by the “constant specter of Indigenous death.” Villages are a basic unit for enacting modes of local governance that are in keeping with – not in opposition to – underpinning Indigenous ontologies. Again Champagne is succinct in his assessment. “I don’t think the way Western institutions or Western culture raised people is conducive to responsibility-based leadership. And the Clan System is all about responsibility-based leadership.”

Conclusion: Social Death is Incompatible with Salutogenesis

Communities of genocide-impacted youth in both Canada and Rwanda continue to be leaders when it comes to community genocide prevention that displaces the conditions of social death and promotes forms of salutogenesis. These community groups have also been able to influence national level discourses in significant ways. In Rwanda, the state’s dominant role in narrating collective memories continues to “shape notions of culpability and future possibilities for social change.” Brehm and Fox suggest that these state-level historical narratives have provided individuals with “a new lens to evaluate their nation’s post-genocide progress,” including shifting blame from individuals to institutions, especially those outside of Rwanda. While the historical narratives in both Rwanda and in Canada may well be shifting, these ideologically laden structures remain implicated in the production of social death either through processes of exclusion or indifference even as they do important work toward reconciliation.

By focusing on the specific ways that local sensibilities of coherence mesh with the conditions of social death, this paper shifted the emphasis from state-level narratives to community practices that generate, promote, and sustain good health and social vitality. These local insights suggest that genocide prevention must increasingly work to identify and engage with the affective edges that serve as thresholds for local violence when they are still “in effect a pre-emergence.” The prevention of social death requires a high level of contextual attunement to local economies of affect as well as sustained attentiveness and accountability to the ways that people’s day-to-day
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realities intersect with, and are impacted by, the conditions of social death. Members of Rwanda’s local AERG network and Winnipeg’s urban Indigenous Village, and countless other groups like them, are working to prevent genocide through contextually specific cultural adaptations that provide coherent ways for them to improve their own lives and the lives of their chosen families.

Genocide impacted communities in both Rwanda and Canada are still at risk because of unresolved genocidal preconditions that have been able to persist primarily due to state-level systemic contradictions. Locally however, community practices based on the principles of mutual aid, networked kinship, and grounded ritual are all emergent elements of, and coherent strategies for, creating healthy and sustainable futures that embrace the rich complexities and potentialities that are the essence of life.
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